
387th Knowledge Seekers Workshop; July 1, 2021 

 

ENGLISH TRANSCRIPTION 
 

(:11). K- .. There is a point we have to remind you for this week .. KFTV will not be 

live. .. due to heavy storms in this area .. hail storms. man y masts have been damaged.   

.. we record and transferred to Youtube ..  2 weeks to repair  100,000 of cars damaged.   

 

In any case we start the teaching to day as part of the KF teaching. We go back to our ..  

with the Enhancement Unit (EU). ..  

Those who want to place order ..  we invite you to come in 8 or 10th this month.  

KF opens .. auditorium of about 100 seats.  The KF TV center will be setup   as 

permanent place,   (:14). and we'll see how it grows. .. the EU have been placed in 

position.  

We will be ready next week to 10 days ..   by invitation only.  

 

We thank those who are calling landlords and putting good comments in. It supported 

us a lot and brought a lot of solidarity in helping to set the center up. It is nice to see so 

much support. At the same time we do our best to deliver what has been .. prestigious 

Exhibition Center.    It's very near airport, accessible by train .. 

 

In the came center you will see,  (:16). one of the largest factories and production lines 

of the KF hopefully in next few months.  

EU shipping ..  

trouble shooters.  

 

The KF technologies is gradually breaking through, and we'll see more and more 

developments .. new products, .. more support in different dimensions and directions.  

(:18).  

 

Teaching Starts  

 

Understanding the Work of the Souls -  all the systems 

 

The teaching of the KF in past few weeks has been concentrated on the what we 

call the understanding of the work of the souls of the system, which is the control 

system, the power unit of the system, the what we call interaction of the system, what 

we call a plasma (Pl). The Pl of the Soul of the Man (STM), the Pl of the emotion .. , 

and the Pl of .. physicality of the man, the Soul of Physicality (STP) of the man.  

 

Plasma and Emotion can be Replicated with Systems 

 

You got to realize what we have taught in the past few weeks it can be replicated with 

systems. In so many ways, we can replicate many things from what we understand now, 

we can replicate emotion of the man in the dimension (D) of the Pl, which reacts and 

interacts very much like body of the man.  

 

How the Earth/Sun create Matter - STM/STP create Emotions 

 



Then how we learn these things, it come to understand to the truth about exactly what 

we have taught about in the past years, there is no difference. The STM is the Sun, the 

STP is the Earth, the interaction between of the fields of the two entities one being 

the stronger, and one slightly weaker, creates as we see in the upper atmospheres 

of this planet the Pl of the H, the Pl of the O, the Pl of gold. In interaction of the 

fields of the body of the man, as they are in essence in the D of the soul of the Pl, they 

create plasmatic sections like joy, happiness, recognition, knowledge.  (:20).  

 

 

Rotation in Blood creates miniature Earth conditions - Emotions  

 

So there is no difference in the process of creation. In a way, instead of having a 

planetary system like Earth, fixed in a position rotating around the Sun, now the sun has 

kept its place, but the system instead of rotating as an entity, like a spherical object like 

earth, it rotates in the blood flow of the man, in the smaller, smaller information, 

emotion,  and everything else. And in that process creates a continuous flow of 

miniature earth conditions, that in interaction with the fields of the STM, creates what 

we call, those Hydrogen's, those Carbons, those CO2, and the gold, which we call 

different emotions.  

 

Flow of Fields in Blood create the Emotions 

 

So the knowledge of the man about the creation of his life, is very simple. The distance 

between the sun and earth is covered by a huge gap, then some of the fields of the 

sun by radiating out, by the time they reach earth, loose some of their strength, or are 

given strength, reach, or what we call the upper atmosphere of the earth, then in 

interaction with fields of the earth, MG they create these packages of plasmas of 

matter state, but in Pl state, but in .. the D of physicality, when these plasmas come 

in touch with the Inertia of the .. earth, they convert into matter state. But as the 

flow of the fields in the blood of the man,  (:22).  is in a dynamic condition, and 

then in their interaction with the fields of the Pl in the brain of the man, they 

create the emotion.  

 

Every Cell in Blood is Taxi destination designated - by field strength 

 

But at the same time this blood flows to a given position as we said, from the beginning 

of the teaching. Every cell in the blood .. is taxi designated destination, it only goes 

to one place according to the field strength.  

 

Blood in Releasing its fields to common denominator cells - transfer emotions  

 

So when it takes the emotion with it, it goes to where it is supposed to feed. It's 

common denominator cell. In releasing that field it transfers the emotion of the 

man, which is created in interaction of the physicality and other emotions from 

different cells of the body .. , and the STM for that part.  

 

Interaction STP & STM create emotion - radiate to blood and body - like sun 

 

In a way, we even understand how, now for the first time, our emotion, through 

interaction between the STP, and the STM, in radiating its fields, one way hits the 



blood circulation of the cell, which brought the information, and on the other hand 

its fields, spreading out through the body, hits the body. In a different strength fields 

from the sun itself, and creates the condition that it's been carried by the blood.  

 

The Inertia created is plasmatic - like the cells 

So in a way, the Inertia is created by the interaction of the fields, but because the 

Inertia is plasmatic in both cases does not become a solid state, but it becomes a 

plasmatic state of the cell of the man.  

 

Blood makes HB by transferring energy to heart 

 

These gives the man a new opportunity, but the whole essence of this matter is to be 

created is that heartbeat (HB). It's a natural HB, which the blood itself makes by 

transferring some of its energy in the heart of the man. (:24).  

 

Every Cell has Many Functions -  also carries charges to heart 

 

In so many ways, every cell carries a number of functions, not only bringing 

information, not only bringing the emotion, not only creating the M fields contain 

the STM, not only carry the charges which leads to transfer of the energy to the 

heart created combination of what we call rhythmic continuous heartbeat (HB).  

 

HB can only be created by the Blood Flow which carries charges 

 

This HB cannot be introduced in any other shape, but by the blood flow itself. It's 

the one which carries the charges.  

 

HB controlled by Energy from Air - any one can recharge walls of heart 

 

In so many ways, the combination of the HB is controlled by what we call the amount 

of the energy through the air, through breathing. And anybody (any one of them) 

can change, confirm, transfer and recharge the cells of the walls of the heart.  

 

Create HB through blood flow through lungs - take heart out 

 

In so many ways, if we manage to create a correct HB in a continuation of the flow 

of the blood through the lung itself, we can take the heart out of the circulation.  

 

Zebra Fish can create its own heart 

 

We have seen this with many animals. We can take the heart out and the body will 

replicate the work and create the heart. We seen this in ?? zebra fish, we have seen 

in a couple of other animals, we can take the organs out but the organ is replicated and 

made.  

 

This is way cloning works - NOT through DNA 

 

This is the knowledge which man needs to learn. This is not the way that it works, 

through the what we call, the DNA and the cloning of the parts. This is the way the 

cloning of the body of the man is made, or any other animal.  



 

Need to Understand Plasma of Emotion to Replicate heart 

 

This goes back again, without understanding of the emotion,  (:26). you cannot 

create the replication of the heart. Without understanding the creation of the 

plasma of emotion, in interaction with the work of the lung, the air intake, you cannot 

replicate the creation of the heart.  

 

Why HB changes when breathing changes 

 

This is why, when our breathing changes, our HB changes. When our emotion 

changes, our breathing changes, and our HB changes. Now we understand more. Now 

we understand the truth about our own creation.  

 

Many claim they can replicate making heart - impossible 

 

It's not as we have seen, many claim that they can replicate the making of a heart. 

Theoretically, yes, you can. Show us practically. It is impossibilities. In so many 

ways, they have claimed they can make organs within the body.  

 

We have seen some of the Knowledge Seekers (KS) who left, who have been taught by 

KF, have made these claims and systems, they are trying to copy. But none have been 

delivered. In a way, because they never understood the truth about the creation as 

we explained in the past few minutes.  

 

Take heart out - Let body replicate its own heart 

 

In so many ways, in the new Enhancement Units (EU), which should be delivered by 

the KF, all this has been taken in position. In a way, you can take the heart of the man 

from the body of the man and let the body of the man create a new heart on its 

own. There is no need for what we call, heart transplant. There is no need to take a 

heart from another person. Once you understand the process, you can even allow the 

heart in so many ways, to replicate its work. We have shown this in effective way in 

the past few weeks. With a few of the KS around the ?? who have these kind of 

problems. In so many ways, mankind has reached a point of maturity that understands 

the totality.  (:28).  

 

In so many ways, do we need to worry about how we look and what we loose in the 

space? Do we worry that how every cell of our body will replicate across the U 

according to time, place and position, and at the same time to Inertial mass of the fields 

of the Pl of a cell.  

 

Replicate organs by thought - memory of it recorded in RNA 

 

In coming time, knowledge of the KS will reach the point, that even by through the 

thoughts they can replicate, they can repair every organ within their body. 

Mankind has had such a knowledge for a long time, but as he took more the D of 

physicality the knowledge has been lost in the practical side, but still sits within the 

RNA of the man.  

 



Every Arm of DNA has Cell Replication Information - not how scientists think 

 

At the same time part of the DNA cell chain is for this purpose. Every arm of the what 

we call DNA, carries replication process information within its structure, but it 

does not sit in the sequence that most of the scientists in what we call DNA, what 

we call technology have taught about it.  

 

DNA and RNA sequencing within each other and in Interaction with the Creator 

 

One of the most important parts of the DNA of the man is understanding the 

parallel RNA, and how the sequence of the two sits within each other in 

consequence and in interaction of the Creator, creation of the soul, of every arm of 

the DNA and RNA. What does this mean?  (:30).  

 

The Sequences are allocated to certain work 

 

It's very simple, in the process of what we see, for example, an arm of the DNA, and 

sitting with it, with arm of RNA, which are mainly the same. We see sequences, 

very simple, that we understand information, and we see the sequences, which is now 

allocated to certain work.  

 

Every arm of DNA and combination are AA based 

 

But what in fact, most of the scientists in the world of DNA have not understood that 

when you look at every DNA, every arm of DNA, every combination of DNA, they 

are all amino acid (AA) based.  

 

These Sequences are plasmas and their MG Fields interact with each other 

 

So what it means is that the plasma MG field of this, has to be considered in respect 

to this, and in respect to this, and in interaction of these fields with each other.  

 

Scientists have not understood how these plasmatic interactions effect body 

 

At the moment scientists only consider sequential numbers and series of the AA. 

But as they don't understand the work of the Pl, that DNA works with the plasmatic 

condition, they have not learned to, or they do not understand, that the MG field of these 

and the interaction with each other, has a direct effect in how the body of the man 

works.  

 

Each Sequence creates its own emotion - plus other creations - lead to defects 

 

And each one of these creates its own emotion. When you have number 1 with #5 

interacting, it's a different emotion in a creation. And then in that emotion, that 

field strength, creates what call, defects.  (:32).  

 

In Plasmatic Condition interactions with other arms of DNA can occur 

 

They only look at the space gap of the set. They don't look at the plasmatic 

condition, that these sets in interaction with each other, and even with the other 



arms of RNA and DNA is created. This is why man still has a lot to learn in the 

process of understanding his own genetic code.  

 

The AA is in Plasmatic condition and can interaction with everything else 

 

Because our scientists at the moment are only involved with the physical D. They 

have not understood, that the what we call the AA of the body of the man, is in the 

plasmatic condition and it creates MG fields, which in a way interacts with 

everything else. And in interaction it has different reactions and the conditions.  

 

Genetic Defects in human race can be corrected - by changing the field gaps 

 

If the scientists of what we call genetic understand this, they will find out by adding or 

creating a slight field differences at certain points, they can correct most of the 

genetic defects in the human race. Because then they don't deal with proteins and 

AA but they will deal with the space gap positioning that allows what is  short to be 

added. Or deformities to be ?? positioned.  

 

Body is in a Vacuum - plasmatic M field condition - adjust the field gaps  

 

In a way, they are still working with mortar and bricks, but they don't understand 

there is a M field gap spacing due to the position and the construction of the body of 

the man, which is in a vacuum, which is in a M plasmatic field condition.  

 

Why so many genetic defects in human race - space gaps are interacting other 

fields 

 

This is why we see so much defects in the human race, because these space gaps in 

the interaction will create different fields,  (:34). in respect to each other, and this is 

why we have the condition of today.  

 

Each one is interacting in a different way with its own cell and neighboring cell  

 

And all the mayhem we have in the world of genetics, and replication of different 

cells in different bodies of the man, as each one interacts in a different way with the 

same and neighboring cells.  

 

Scientists have not understood the Gans state 

 

The present scientists only look at the observation of what they think is the absolute 

matter state, and they have not understood the Gans state.  

 

They also each have their own emotional interactions as well 

 

But on the other hand what is important to all this together is the fact that, even you 

have different strand and different combination of DNA on the arms, that create 

their own structure. All these have, in interaction with each other, not only create the 

field direction, but they carry emotional interaction with each other too.  

 

The STM carries emotion of every part of DNA - collectively recorded 



 

The emotion of the man, when it is transferred through the body .., through the 

blood, through the physical what we call soul, with the STM carries the emotion of 

every part of the DNA, which is collectively has been recorded.  

 

How Genes Evolve - Permanent recording without materials on RNA 

 

This is how we get what we call evolution of genes. Because this emotion through 

what we call DNA, once it is setup to do some work, it will work not only through 

DNA, but it becomes part of the information line,  (:36). of what we call the RNA, 

which is permanent recording without the material.  

 

The Emotion si 

So we see that the emotion even sits within the structure of the basic blocks of life, 

within the basic structure of the body of the man. This is part which has been ignored, 

but in so many ways, in the science of the  physiology of the man cannot be ignored if 

you work in the true D of the Pl, and plasmatic conditions within the structure of the 

man, and in the environment of the structure of the man, and in the U of the structure of 

the man.   

 

In the future teachings, one day, we might explain, that how you can even interact with 

these (genetic coding) remotely from outside. We can change genetic defects if we 

develop the technologies which measures the M field of the every genetic coding, and 

then slightly change it to be the right place for the others to move in the correct position 

and rectify and repair the, what we call the genetic damage. Even if the child is in the 

20s and 30s born with total handicap, if the genes could be reached in this manner, 

gradually the life will go to normality for the defect.  

 

These kind of technologies is what you'll see in the coming time out of the university of 

Iran. We will teach this in a rapid way upon my return. That we start  (:38). creating a 

perfect man, not only in the D of the soul, but in D of physicality. When the man leaves 

this planet, he will leave as a smart, educated about his own life and about the U, but 

will leave as a perfect man in the physical and soul condition. It cannot be anything but 

this. Otherwise man will become a subordinate, as the others can see the weaknesses in 

the structure of the man, and man cannot be weak. We are not sending farmers in the 

capital cities, with the donkeys and the ??    

 

In so many ways, the knowledge of the science of man, the knowledge of the science of 

the creation of life in the U is explained in this little sketch. You change each one to a 

man, .. to a cell, .. to a U. Still perfectly match in working. It's the same as the sun and 

the earth and creation of matter, like the soul and the STP, and the emotion, and the 

interaction of their fields to create what we call physical reaction.  

 

What has happened in the science of the man is the lack of his understanding of the 

truth about the creation of the physicality of himself, that is not in the matter state, but is 

in the plasma state. Just because you can chew the meat, does not mean that the meat is 

a matter state. And this is where the man's confusion has come mainly from.   (:40).  

 

But the essential point to understand and to be able to what we call, educate the 

mankind on this subject, is for the mankind as a whole to understand the truth about his 



own creation. The positioning of the soul, the interaction with the heart of the man, the 

interaction of the blood, which flows within the veins of the body .. that creates the 

STP, and at the same time creating interaction of the STM, the emotion of what we call 

the plasma of the emotion of the man. When the soul of the plasma of emotion. But to 

what extent the KS will develop this understanding is entirely upon their own 

understanding totality. And how we teach, and how we understand the subject of the 

creation and the Creator.  

 

In so many ways, the interaction of the STM with the interaction of the Soul of the 

Creator (STC) must be creating some materials somewhere, like the plasma of the H 

and O, and in interaction with the STM creates that star. It cannot be any different then 

what is the truth, and what we see in the world of the creation.  

 

It depends that what you have gathered in that soul, that in interaction with the STC, 

will it create a Saturn or .. earth, or would it be Mars. In so many ways,  (:42). as we 

carry the essence of the STC, we only interact with the Creator, and in that process the 

Pl of the interaction of the G fields of the man, and the M fields of the STM, with the 

soul, and G fields and M fields of the Creator, create a new D in the space and in the 

Creator interaction world of creation.   

 

Which means our soul on its departure, when it leaves the D of physicality in interaction 

with the STC will create that friction of the plasma of the H, O and gold, but that will 

become a new U. That will become a new galaxy, .. planet. It depends how much, and 

how strong we have created the STM before its departure from the physicality. What 

have we gathered in, that we go out.  

 

The life of the man is nothing but the same as the planet earth. The fields come in and 

the fields goes out, and once within dictates how stronger it goes out, as we say, the 

North Pole has a higher strength than what we see, lesser snow on it, compared with the 

SP that the higher order are less of, but the lower order are more of.  

 

And this is the Pl of the cycle of the life of the man, be it 10 days, 10 years, or 10,000 

years. (:44). The cycle of the life of the man is to collect this Pl, and at the strength of 

what we collect from interaction with the other souls which we serve, will dictate in the 

interaction with the Soul of the Creator, what shall be created of the STM. And that is 

the creation of a dust, or the creation of a U.  

 

The interaction of the G field of the Creator and a M, will lead to creation. When you 

have nothing, when you have created nothing within the STM to feed it, what do you 

expect this dust to be? Or have you gathered enough, have you managed to serve the 

totality in such a way, that you lead to creation of a U, that many dusts will lead to 

become galaxies and solar system within the structure of the soul of the man's 

interaction with the Soul of the Creator.  

 

I have made the man in the image of Myself, that with it I can interact, and in 

interacting I create what you call different cycles of life across My Unicose. Now we 

understand, would you like to be the soul of the cell in the body of the man, or would 

you like to be the Soul of the Universe. This is the whole purpose of the teaching, that 

mankind understand the process of the creation in respect to itself and what it is going 

to be,  (:46). of his soul when he leaves this physical body of the man, and becomes a 



free soul. And the only interaction with the Soul of the Creator, because he was made 

from and goes back to. Would you like to be a beautiful planet like earth, in this 

structure, or would you like to be a desert, a deserted planet, or a moon, or a dust in the 

speck of the atmospheric condition of the Unicose between the Creator and the STM. If 

human race understands this, you will do nothing but to serve. and to share, as he knows 

the more he shares with his Creator, the better chance to create brighter dimensions of 

the fields which creates the collective essence of the creation of the Creator.  

 

Now we understand why we come, and why all these teachings have been about the 

soul and the spirit up to now for mankind, because that was the only kind of language 

mankind could understand. Now the KS are knowledgeable and understand the totality 

of the creation. And this allows us to teach so rapidly to bring mankind in line with the 

rest of the U Community, which is the U of the Creator in the D of understanding to 

serve the others. When you become a member of the UC it is not all "honey and pots," 

it's serving beyond reservation of the understanding what man reserves within it. It's 

more servitude then in a way, attitude. You serve, you give, and the more you have to 

give,  (:48). the more powerful, the more beautiful creatures you create within the D of 

interaction of the STM and the STC.  

 

Now we understand the truth about the creation and the Creator, and why all this has 

been said, "I made man in the image of Myself," because that is the only way I have a 

common denominator, that I can interact with, that in interaction with the STM I can 

create new dimensions, new energies.  

 

Then maybe one of the most mysterious questions ever mankind has asked himself will 

be answered, why do some children die at the point of birth? Is their soul mature that it 

leads to creation of a new U without being tempted, or tainted with the present life of 

the man, eating another life, destroying another life, having a plate of ?? right of 

different elements on it, and still thinking I lead a perfect life. Is the soul, what we call a 

fulfilled soul when it leaves at the point of departure from the womb of the mother? Or 

are we born to live a life, to gather a balance of what we learn as a correct, or 

misconduct. Or how the STM having been born lets say at a thousand level, becomes to 

leave at 200. Because the rest has been lost in the process of the physical life of the man 

through misconduct.  (:50).  

 

In so many ways, the soul of the emotion of the man is one of the most important parts 

of the creation and the created, where the interaction of the, what we call, elements of .. 

the STM will create their own cycle of life, and shall never finish.  

 

I hope. My wish is that some of you understood the teaching in past half an hour, 

because if you have understood you will grasp the .. the statues of man which we just, 

put the clothes of man on, we leave them on the street.  

 

The teachings are becoming shorter and shorter but with a lot of meaning and 

understanding. In so many ways, humanity needs to mature very fast about the truth 

about his own creation,    no one . In the process of life we are set to see through the eye 

of the STM and not through the eye of physicality of the man.  (:52). In the earthly life 

we use the sight and the other senses. But we got to understand, that there is still a sight 

in the D of the STM and in interaction of the STM with its environment, and depending 

on the strength of the soul, we will understand the information transformation.  



 

How hard it will be for mankind to cross this line, time and history will tell. Would it 

take the mankind millions of years, thousands of years, to understand and become part 

of the UC, or will understand and with what we call, a small helping hand, he become 

part of, but then the man who gave you that power, now you owe him the knowledge.  

 

Today's teaching is very short but extremely sweet if you understood. Thank you for 

today and I hope many of you have understood that, and many of you soon will mature 

to the point of understanding the totality. Be aware of interaction of the what we call 

different conditions, and different structures,  (:54). what you or your masters give you 

to understand. It's you who has to have the capability to understand, otherwise you are 

force feeding a child with a ?? rim, and cannot understand the totality.  

 

If you are ready Rick we go for a break . 

 

>>>  Proofed to here >>>  

 

BREAK  >>>    387 KSW  (1:00). 

 

 

 

Q: ..   What is the name of the AA formed in the Gans capture kit? . David Wilcox says 

the 20 base AA can be mapped out on a  ?? doca-dihedron I wanted to see what the 

name of the AA formed on it, so I could find them on that map. It's a geometric 

universe.  ? 

 

K- The AA you create   depends on the material you use, the way you chose your 

material, the salinity, the space gap and the environment which you created. These are 

fundamentally change every AA which you create,   (1:02). that's why not two AA are 

the same. You create AA which in CO2 Box which is connected to the C and the O,  

 

 

 

 

Any other question? 

 

Q: WL, ..  (1:08).  and now we understand, still before we are the creator, but we don't 

know how we create a world. But today you do, tell how to create a world ..   our world 

is created by thought.    I understand it is created by our soul. ..  

Any other question. 

 

Q: Salomeea,  ..  what are the differences between ?? pen tics plasmatic   

…      (1:10).   Are RNA and DNA are immortal, and the soul of emotion    is a memory 

of the men ??  ??   all what can elevate our soul to create new cycle of creation.  

K- .. for your first question please read the book #1, it's all well explained in there, 

plasmatic  M fields  ..   For question #2, it's the reality in the body.. we see the reaction 

interaction fo the fields, in physical response as electric current, in the D of .. 

physicality. the emotion which is created in the D of plasmatic fields is what is shared 

and given or taken from the STM or the STP to be added to that it makes the impression 

or taken away from. In a way, DNA is the connection of the transformation of the 



plasmatic fields information to the physical body ..  within the cell structure of the brain 

..  (1:12). where the RNA is the fields, it's like the gravity, where the brain is the mass 

of the earth. It's a M it depends with it takes and what it gives and what converts, and 

what it gives or we add to the D of the STM , or we take from the STM.  

 

In so many ways, we have to understand one is the link to the D of physicality, 

confirmation, and transformation of the energy and the emotion, and the other one is the 

connection to the soul. And they all carry the same information as a base, in what is 

added or changed. It's very simple, but the 2 even they are connected they are 

intermediary between the D of the Pl and the physicality and the other one is the 

collection between the fields of the Pl between the 2 souls. In a way, keeping up to date 

and in line with what is needed, to be, to manifest the physicality.  

Any other question.  

 

Q:   ..   (1:14).  no response. 

Q: .. with  heart problems will this Pl T generate a new heart or create a separate heart? 

K- It can do a combination . if you can take it out, and hold on to the operation of the 

fields of the body .. in time it will create the heart. If you want to repair a heart you can 

do it easily by that way too. If you get a bullet shot through the heart and explode it to 

pieces, repair is impossibilities. better to take it out and let the physicality fo the man in 

conjunction with the G field of the Inertia G field of the position, and interaction of the 

fields of the soul of the emotion to rebuild a new heart. Take a little bit longer but it 

works. The scientists are on this track. There is a lot of work is going on this, but they 

don't understand, they need to move in a more Pl and M fields to be able to solve the 

dilemmas of present time in heart operations.   (1:16).   

Any other question. 

 

Q: Will the perfect man have eternal life on earth and in the U? 

K- I can answer in 2 ways the easy way is, what do you think? Secondly, is eternal in 

the essence of the Creator as you are all part of it, it is eternal. But would it be that 

individual soul would have eternal life. No soul has eternal life except the STC which is 

created the totality. So don't expect much. You got to realize … a thousand year life of 

the man is a flick of the finger in the life of the U. How long do you think you can keep 

that flick going and how many times.  

 

The only problem is what is the greed of the man who wants to live so long, and to be 

ever there, to see what to do, he gets bored. U has the same habits and the things are 

moving in the same direction and D.  (1:18). You go from one U to another you see 

slightly different. You want to be a soul sightseer, then plan it from day one. There is a 

very big question for a lot of you, if you find the answer to it, you might find the key to 

life. If you are asking to have eternal life, knowing that the Creator put so much out to 

create all the universes, do you think His life is eternal, and if it is where does it come 

from? 

 

Any other question? 

 

Q: Ed I have 3 questions. 1- You indicated we need to be perfect in physical and soul? 

When we leave this earth because others will be able to see our weakness. Does this 

imply that they will take advantage. You have expressed before that the U is a peaceful 

place.  



K - can you repeat that again .  

Q: Repeats ..      (1:20).     

K- Nobody will take advantage of you, that is the biggest worry of the man. Man  is 

always worried that they are taking something from him, or he is loosing to somebody 

because they know. He doesn't understand that it is him who is stealing from himself. 

Nobody need to steal from the man, he is the bigger stealer from himself. If people fo 

the U were going to use man's shortcoming and his stupidity to steal from him, they 

would have done it millions of years ago. they didn't have to wait till now. And those 

who keep on talking, the aliens are going to do this., boys, they have been here long 

before you lot. They haven't taken anything, they won't take anything. You know when 

you go on biology (field) trip, they take you to rivers or whatever, or what we cal a field 

work, you cannot touch or take anything, you are just there to observe and put it back 

where you took it from, be it a shell, be it a stone, be it a fish. It's the same principle in 

the U, we don't collect souvenirs and we don't interfere. If we were going to use the 

man's .. weakness in knowledge and stupidity,  (1:22). it would have been done a long, 

long time ago. They wouldn't have waited for you to understand a little bit, they would 

have stolen from the cave man. These people who come up with these notions, shows 

they have never understood the process fo life.  

Any other question.  

 

Q: #2 you talked this morning about a soul that comes into existence at let's say 1,000 

level and looses to 200 because of misbehavior. Why would a soul allow this to 

happen? 

K- Physicality does it, and soul has to pump it up. As much as it takes it has to give, it is 

responsible for it. It's as simple as that.  

 

Before we take another question do we have anybody from Romanian group to speak 

about conference.  

(1:24).  

 

R: We have a couple of emotional questions. 

K- Do we need tissue papers ..  

Q: 3rd question, is the main focus of our development truly emotional in nature?  

 

Q: Where do our thoughts come from, how do we create our reality? 

K- We answered that last week.  

Q: What then is the connection to emotions? 

K- It has nothing to do with it.  

What was first question.  repeats ..  

Q: is the main focus of our development truly emotional in nature? 

K- More or less In a way, partially is. 

(1:26).  

Q: Q: Where do our thoughts come from, how do we create our reality? ..  

K- It's partially form the interaction fo the fields and conversion of the emotion to 

physical. In the world of medicine we have a part ?/ motoric, how we use our fingers 

and to what precision ..   but there is the same sense of , if you call it motoric, I call it ?? 

soul-ric. which means it is interaction of the souls, what it gives you, how fine tune it 

can work with your souls. This cannot be taught, it is something you are born with  and 

we inherit with our, from the point of birth.   

 



Romanian team …  

(1:28).  

(1:30).  

(1:32).  

 

 

K- .. can you clarify if you need the Covid test for the conference, or do we need 

immunization what is the situation? 

Q: ..   new restriction we don't need test 

K- So we don't need to test to enter Romania altogether?  

Q: Yes . (1:34). we don't need, we are in a green position with Russia, Moldavia ..  

K-  

 

Plasma is a Conscious Entity - it positions itself 

 

Q: Is plasma a conscious entity?  (1:36).  

K- Yes, because it positions itself, it interacts itself. Conscious is field strength for it, 

that it positions itself according to its environmental fields. This is how life in any 

position in U starts. When plasmas try to accommodate each other, and the environment 

creates that condition of accommodation. You have an O, and C, and N, and now you 

have the what we call, O as a G which creates a condition of holding to the other 3 

together, with the environmental condition, which is the water itself, which is another 

link between the water and what we call AA, then it's a sense of accommodating and 

balancing, and this a part of the structure. It's fully conscious. In a way, it's not 

conscious, but as it accommodates it has to ?? position itself, we call it consciousness, 

?? we call it in world of physics, MaGrav positioning. When environment dictates you 

have to be born in a water condition, with such a salinity, with such a combination of so 

many of the AA's than of course it's consciousness.   (1:38). 

R: So what would be the difference between a magnet which maintains its position with 

another magnet, and the type fo positioning you  are talking about with the plasmatic 

fields, as a conscious entity. Or would you consider the magnets as conscious entities.  

K- In a way, they are but they have a mass related Inertia connection. according to the 

planetary field interaction. In the body of the man it's different, it's a plasma mass, what 

we call Inertia, which is a ?? loose combination of the fields interaction, with Inertia of 

the STM, with Inertia of the STP .. Then the body is created.   Then it is very important 

for us we keep on repeating this over years, the body .. is a closed galaxy, it's a self 

contained ?? planetary system with its own vacuum condition, and its own .. cycle. It 

doesn't matter you put a knife in it, you open it, whatever you do with it, but still 

immediately creates that space gap vacuum condition. So the body .. is another planet 

on this planet. the Inertia on this earth has limited say in its structure, because it is inside 

itself it does what it likes. You don't see the Inertia ?? too much, part of liver jumping 

out, or part of your kidney jumping out.  (1:40). So this is what we have to have in mind 

and understand. It's a self-contained operating system, and with it has its own self-

contained emotional system, and when all of it decides the emotion to be one, man 

reacts, laughs, cries, runs.  ??    

R: You mentioned even a stone has a soul, so we could think of a magnet as a stone 

basically … ground up earth in certain elements. It would have its own realm where its 

soul operates, but that is different than the consciousness of a human connection, human 

soul and STM and STP .. that emotional connection .. a conscious entity 



K- anything you mention has a M field strength conscious, ??   joy, happiness, you just 

need to find that strength. Then you can make a man always happy. Why do you see, 

when I see a certain flower makes me happy, but that flower has a preset mind and M 

field strength which matches my happiness, D. SO I see anywhere this flower I am 

happy, it makes me joyful.  (1:42). Or could be another human being, could be an 

animal, could be anything.  

 

Have to repair the Emotion first or keeps coming back 

 

Q: My heart needs repairing, but according to you the emotional factor needs to be 

addressed.  

K- Yes, we can repair the tire, but you haven't fixed the brake. We can keep on 

repairing the door handle, you keep crashing against the wall here and there, but you 

forgot to change the brake. That brake is the emotion, fix it. You'll find out many of 

these problems will go.  

 

We Don't Go Public Anymore - special fixes 

 

You can do certain things with it. There are certain ways you can handle it. We 

know how to do certain things with it. But we don't go public with it, as I mentioned 

in the teaching of Jalal last night.  

 

It was very interesting I went to Jalal teachings as a student ..  

 

 

(1:44). I was left there, I went to become a KS , a student, he teaches very nice actually. 

I was there for a couple of hours… when he realized  

so we have to come in anonymous so nobody knows who we are.  

 

Ceramic Cups - Only 30 mls at a time 

 

Q: … with the plasma Cups if you have one Pressure and one Sweet Cup is it 

important to drink them at separate times, or drink one after the other? 

K- Yes,  .. and you have to drink only 30 ml, very important. We know people who 

are drinking cups with it and then they go haywire with it. 30 ml each time is the 

maximum you can drink. The Cups are there for inhaling and .. body use.  (1:46). Only. 

It's .. dosages for these things have to be small dosages .  

 

We will introduce New Technologies after TV gets going 

 

We'll introduce new technologies once things move on, on the TV channel. 

 

New Ways to use Gans - Already Tested 

 

Where we'll introduce new methods of use of Gans's. It's been tested and results are 

very encouraging.  

 

There is something I have to explain, the Air Enhancement Units (AEU) after a lot of 

testing for maximum results, shipped out some time this week …  When you receive it, 

you receive a white disk with it, make sure you put the white disk facing the unit 



wherever you put it. If you .. the nozzle of the air flow has to face the disks which are 

given that it creates a current flow. This is one of the reasons we delayed because the 

ARU were to be used for the purpose of enhancing the air, but we have found out 

adding this piece to it, increases the work in enhancing the air,  (1:48). for negative O 

levels, in very high levels, especially in the mornings, so when receive these units, now 

that the second part has been completed it will .. create a beautiful condition. All the 

ones which are coming through …   originally we had 2 units facing each other, but this 

is a more practical way. Once you receive you will  .. feel the change.   The same with 

the glasses they'll start leaving this week …. Please with your glasses there is a report 

sheet, please fill it in, send it back, as these are put out as a test, for you to be the one    

to use it …    

 

As we have seen with the cups.   .. maximum use is 30 mls. 

Any other question.   (1:50).  

 

Magnets Sticking to Body Video - Stay away from  

 

Q: .. The latest research in Nano materials and specifically so called grapheme , one of 

these investigation is the so called reduced grapheme oxide, which in conjunction with 

H in a biological organism becomes magnetic?   

As all research has its positive and negative aspects. Doe the KF with wonderful plasma 

have some configuration that defends humanity from this danger .. ?  

R: Have you heard about this reduced Oxide? 

K- No ..  

R: I think people are referring to this in terms of vaccines , that people are worried about 

it is in the vaccines and gets in the body and becomes magnetic. And then we have all 

these videos showing up with people sticking things to their body. Videos like that 

note,  have showed up even before Covid, before vaccines.  …   

K- Maybe you have too high of content of Fe in your body.  

R: The debunkers have found out they have something sticky on their body that they put 

on, allows the things to stick to it that makes it look like it is magnetic. So I am not sure,  

(1:52). how much of that is true and how much of it isn't.   

K- I think we  better keep away from this situation.  

R: Yes, it is bordering on medical misinformation .. 

K- Yes, there is a new what I call, ?? they call  Delta version of the..  a new name has 

come out with the Corona. Now they finished with the countries, now they started with 

alphabet. They are supposed to be more dangerous than the other.  

 

I think in time if we learn and follow the process of the KF work, we'll see a lot of 

understanding, it doesn't matter what it is. The understanding of the T should help you 

with any kind of virus in any position in the U. It depends if you want to be the 

orange, or you want to be the Cup of water. Or if you are the orange, or you are 

the Cup. The vastness of the what I call, "right use of what I call viruses," is so 

huge in the space, that when I listen to these thing it just makes me laugh. But at the 

moment they are riding on the ignorance of the people.  (1:54).  

 

Joke - Billy wouldn't take the second shot - must be something in it 

 

You've heard about the new joke, they say, do you know why Bill Gates is split? They 

said, because Billy didn't accept the second shot. Did you understand, Rick.  



R: Not sure if I got that or not.  

K- He was good as long as his wife had the second shot. He wouldn't accept the second 

shot. So there must be something in it.  

Any other question.  

 

Q: How do you use the dry Gans you see in KF Store. 

K- .. but why did you buy it for. what purpose. We see Romanians are adding it to paint, 

and they are showing how to use it for a paint brush ??   You can use it all sorts of 

conditions.   the only thing is you cannot eat it.   

 (1:56).  You want to use it as a paint diffuser,  ..  

You can use dry Gans the same as wet Gans.  

 But with  

the wet Gans is dynamism, the energy loss is higher to the environment. Dry Gans is for 

specific cases. KF carries hundreds of kilos of it. In new factories we deliberately go for 

dry Gans. 

 

Q;   he cut himself deeply, lost consciousness, woke up with Pineal gland burning and 

hurting since than he feels differently body also. The doctors don't know what to do ..   

(1:58).  

He wondering if there is any solution to his uneasiness,   he doesn't feel like he is fully 

in his body … 

From a spiritual point fo view is there something you could say? 

K- In a way, from soul point of view you can do something. Mankind has to do this in 

the space. When you cut an arm or loose a leg, or any configuration of arms or legs you 

might have at a given point,  ?? effects you emotionally, which is physically. It is within 

our structure of DNA from time fo birth to regenerate new organs, new parts. But we 

have decided to ignore it, and part of it is done through emotion. As we explained, 

emotion    brain in interaction fo the  ?? STM creates a field in interaction of the ..  

.. the body of the man, leads to creation of cells in that position.  (2:00). But there are 

ways to do it. There are specific ways you can do, be it a gland you can repair, be it 

organ,  .. cut you can repair.  

R: Many people are concerned about Pineal calcifying.  any maintenance you can do?  

K- We see a lot of this at the moment on the internet. We prefer not to get involved in 

this discussion, because according to latest studies which was published, I heard about 

in the past couple of days, it's they have found the effects of the injections in every 

organ of the man. It's not just Pineal gland, in every organ they are finding traces of the 

vaccination.  

R: A lot of the people with the Pineal it's not necessarily related to the vaccines, it could 

be other effects of life.   ? 

K- As I said, we are not going to get penalized for Pineal pushing .. (2:02).  

 

But now we have structured the KFTV   press releases for the new part. We'll be able to 

openly discuss this as a ?? channel. We have set our structure to be that way.   We will 

structure to have open discussion ..  

 

 

(2:04).  

Q: Jalal … 

 

K- 



 

(2:06).  

  

(2:08). 

 

R:  387 KSW 

END 

 


